In this paper, first we formulate the problem of a bipartite edge correlation clustering which finds an edge biclique partition with the minimum disagreement from a bipartite graph, by extending the bipartite correlation clustering which finds a biclique partition. Then, we design a simple randomized algorithm for bipartite edge correlation clustering, based on the randomized algorithm of bipartite correlation clustering. Finally, we give experimental results to evaluate the algorithms from both artificial data and real data.
INTRODUCTION
The notion of biclustering has first introduced by Cheng and Chruch (Cheng and Church, 2000) in the context of computational biology or bioinformatics and developed by several researchers with many alternative formulations and different applications and approaches, see (Madeira and Oliveira, 2004; Oghabian et al., 2014; Pio et al., 2013; Pio et al., 2015) and their references, for example. The biclustering performs simultaneous row-column clustering from a matrix. In other words, it finds a bicluster as a subset of rows and a subset of columns, defining together a submatrix that shows unique, similar expression patterns according to some sorting method.
In this paper, as combinatorial optimization rather than computational biology, we focus on the formulation of the biclustering by regarding matrices as bipartite graphs. In this formulation, we call the biclustering the bipartite correlation clustering (Alion et al., 2012; Asteris et al., 2016) or bicluster graph editing (Amit, 2004) , which is the problem to find the collection of bicliques as a biclique partition from a bipartite graph with the minimum disagreement.
Here, a biclique in a bipartite graph is a set of vertices such that every left vertex is adjacent to every right vertex. Also a disagreement is the number of edges when constructs a biclique if added or when divides two bicliques if removed.
In this context, Amit (Amit, 2004) has first shown that the bipartite correlation clustering with the minimum disagreement is NP-hard and provided a polynomial-time algorithm that guarantees an approximation factor of 11. Also Alion et al. (Alion et al., 2012) have designed both the deterministic and the randomized algorithms of the bipartite correlation clustering whose expected value of the disagreement is at most 4 times of the optimum solution. Furthermore, Asteris et al. (Asteris et al., 2016) have shown a PTAS when adopting the maximum agreement, not the minimum disagreement. In particular, since the randomized algorithm, called PIVOTBI-CLUSTER (Alion et al., 2012) , is simple and runs efficiently, in this paper, first we focus on this algorithm.
Note that, when applying this algorithm to real problems, it tends to construct many singletons, that is, bicliques consisting of a single vertex adjacent to no vertices. On the other hand, when we find some communities in community detection from a bipartite graph, the purpose is find subgraphs with high density of edges. Also, a biclique partition in bipartite correlation clustering consists of biclusters such that one vertex belongs to just one bicluster as a community. Then, in order to achieve the purpose, we prefer to extract bicluster with exclusive edges rather than exclusive vertices in bipartite correlation clustering.
As more appropriate setting to achieve the purpose, an edge biclique as a set of edges has been researched from the viewpoint of combinatorial optimization in bipartite graphs (Chalermsook et al., 2014; Chandran et al., 2016; Orlin, 1977) . It is known that the problem of finding an edge biclique partition as the collection of edge bicliques with the minimum cardinality from a bipartite graph is NP-hard (Jiang and Raviunar, 1993) and hard to approximate as graph coloring (Chalermsook et al., 2014) .
In this paper, by extending the bipartite correlation clustering, we formulate the bipartite edge correlation clustering which finds an edge biclique partition with the minimum disagreement from a labeled complete bipartite graph. As similar as the bipartite correlation clustering, we can formulate the input of the bipartite edge correlation clustering as a (non-labeled non-complete) bipartite graph.
Then, by improving the algorithm PIVOTBI-CLUSTER, we design the randomized algorithm PIV-OTBICLUSTEREDGE of the bipartite edge correlation clustering, which outputs no singletons. Also, in this paper, we design the deterministic versions of PIV-OTBICLUSTER and PIVOTBICLUSTEREDGE, where the former outputs no singletons.
Finally, we give experimental results of evaluating the algorithms in order to compare bipartite edge correlation clustering with bipartite correlation clustering and to confirm the probabilistic execution. We use two kinds of data, one is artificial data and another is real data of not only MovieLens datasets 1 discussed in (Asteris et al., 2016) but also Crime (MC) 2 , Sexual escorts (SX) 2 , arXiv cond-mat (AC) 2 , Jester 100 (J1) 2 and YouTube (YG) 2 provided from KONECT 3 .
BIPARTITE CORRELATION CLUSTERING
Let G = (L, R, E) be a bipartite graph. We say that
and (l, r) ∈ E i for every l ∈ L i and r ∈ R i . Note that a singleton either ({l}, / 0, / 0) or ( / 0, {r}, / 0) is always a biclique. Definition 1. Let C = {C 1 , . . . ,C k } be a collection of bicliques in G. We say that C is a biclique partition
Note that E is not required to coincide with k i=1 E i . 1 http://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/ 2 http://konect.uni-koblenz.de/networks/ {monero crime, escorts, opshal-collaboration, jester1, youtube-groupmemberships} 3 http://konect.uni-koblenz.de Example 1. Let G = (L, R, E) and C i (1 ≤ i ≤ 4) be the following bipartite graph and bicliques.
Then, both {C 1 ,C 2 } and {C 3 ,C 4 } are biclique partitions of G.
Let G = (L, R, E) be a complete bipartite graph such that every edge e ∈ E is assigned to a label l(e) of either 1 (positive) or −1 (negative), which we call a labeled complete bipartite graph.
. Definition 2 (Amit (Amit, 2004) ). The problem BIC-OCLUST of bipartite correlation clustering (or bicluster graph editing) is defined as follows. We can formulate the problem BICOCLUST by using a non-labeled non-complete bipartite graph G = (L, R, E). When G is given as an instance the problem BICOCLUST, we assume that every element in E (resp., (L × R) \ E) is assigned to 1 (resp., −1). Then, we regard a biclique partition of a labeled complete bipartite graph as a partition of a bipartite graph containing non-bicliques, which we also call a cluster or a bicluster.
Amit (Amit, 2004) has first shown that the problems of BICOCLUST is NP-hard. Furthermore, Alion et al. (Alion et al., 2012) have designed both a deterministic and a randomized algorithms of BICO-CLUST that output the biclique partition whose expected value of the disagreement is at most 4 times of the optimum solution.
Algorithm 1 illustrates the randomized algorithm PIVOTBICLUSTER (Alion et al., 2012) which guarantees probabilistic 4-approximation of the problem of BICOCLUST.
As related works to the problem BICOCLUST, Asteris et al. (Asteris et al., 2016) have discussed the
Algorithm 1: PIVOTBICLUSTER (Alion et al., 2012) .
problem of finding a biclique partition with maximizing the agreement ag G (C ), not minimizing the disagreement, where:
Then, they have shown that this problem has a PTAS (Asteris et al., 2016) . We will use the agreement in Section 4.
BIPARTITE EDGE CORRELATION CLUSTERING
In this paper, we focus on bipartite correlation clustering based on edge bicliques as a set of edges, not bicliques as a set of vertices, which we call bicluster edge correlation clustering.
Example 2. Consider the bipartite graph G and the bicliques C i (1 ≤ i ≤ 4) in Example 1. Also let C 5 and C 6 be the following bicliques.
Then, both {C 1 ,C 5 } and {C 3 ,C 4 ,C 6 } are edge biclique partitions of G.
As the hardness results for the problem of finding an edge biclique partition from a bipartite graph, it is known that the problem of finding the edge biclique partition whose cardinality is minimum is NP-hard (Jiang and Raviunar, 1993) and as hard to approximate as graph coloring (Chalermsook et al., 2014) . Furthermore, the approximation algorithm (Chalermsook et al., 2014) and the FPT algorithm (Chandran et al., 2016) of this problem have discussed.
In this paper, by extending the problem BICO-CLUST from a biclique partition to an edge biclique partition in Definition 2, we introduce the following problem concerned with an edge biclique partition.
Definition 4. The problem BIEGCOCLUST of bipartite edge correlation clustering is defined as follows.
As same as the problem BICOCLUST, we can adopt the formulation of the problem BIEGCOCLUST by using a non-labeled bipartite graph.
By improving the algorithm PIVOTBICLUSTER in Algorithm 1, we design the randomized algorithm PIVOTBICLUSTEREDGE in Algorithm 2 of solving the problem of BIEGCOCLUST.
The algorithm PIVOTBICLUSTER in Algorithm 1 finds clusters of vertices with deleting vertices. On the other hand, the algorithm PIVOTBICLUSTEREDGE in Algorithm 2 finds clusters of edges with deleting edges.
Then, the algorithm PIVOTBICLUSTEREDGE uses the condition that E = / 0 in while loop in line 2, which is the condition that L = / 0 in the algorithm PIV-OTBICLUSTER. Also it works nothing when |R 1,2 | < |R 1 | in line 10, and deletes l 2 from L ′ when N(l 2 ) is empty after deleting edges in E 1,2 in line 12. As same as PIVOTBICLUSTER, PIVOTBICLUSTEREDGE always works nothing when
Then, by selecting l 1 as 1, 5, 6, 3 in this order, the algorithm constructs a cluster C i and transforms to a graph G i in the i-th while loop (1 ≤ i ≤ 4) in Figure 1 . In this case, the algorithm constructs every cluster uniquely, since every probability is either 0 or 1. Hence, algorithm outputs a set Γ 1 = {C 1 ,C 2 ,C 3 ,C 4 } of clusters. Figure 1 : The graph G, the constructed cluster C i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) and the transformed graph G j ( j = 1, 2, 3 ).
On the other hand, when the selection of l 1 is changed, the algorithm outputs different sets of clusters. Figure 2 illustrates the sets Γ 1 (same as above), Γ 2 , Γ 3 , Γ 4 and Γ 5 of clusters when the selection of l 1 is (1) 1, 5, 6, 3 , (2) 2, 1, 4, 6 , (3) 6, 3, 1, 2 , (4) 6, 2, 1 and (5) 6, 1, 3 in this order. In all the cases, every probability is also either 0 or 1.
In the remainder of this section, in order to evaluate the probabilistic effect in the randomized algorithms PIVOTBICLUSTER and PIVOTBICLUS-TEREDGE, we design the deterministic versions of them.
Γ 5 1, 5, 6, 3 2, 1, 4, 6 6, 3, 1, 2 6, 2, 1 6, 1, 3
First, we replace the random selection of l 1 ∈ L in line 3 in Algorithm 1 and line 2 in Algorithm 2 with the following statement.
Here, when the candidates of l 1 exist more than two, we select the minimum index of l 1 .
Next, we improve the algorithms to execute just when |R 1,2 | ≥ |R 2 |, that is, the probability of min{ |R 1,2 | |R 2 | , 1} is 1. For PIVOTBICLUSTER, we replace the statements from lines 7 to 11 in Algorithm 1 with the following statements.
We denote this algorithm by DETPIVOTBICLUSTER. Note that the algorithm DETPIVOTBICLUSTER outputs singletons just the last execution corresponding to line 13 in Algorithm 1.
On the other hand, for PIVOTBICLUSTEREDGE, we replace the statements from lines 8 to 13 in Algorithm 2 with the following statements.
if |R 1,2 | > 0 and |R 1,2 | ≥ max{|R 1 |, |R 2 |} then
We denote this algorithm by DETPIVOTBICLUS-TEREDGE. For example, when applying the algorithm DETPIVOTBICLUSTEREDGE to G in Figure 1 , we obtain just Γ 5 in Figure 2 , after selecting l 1 as 6, 1, 3 in this order. All of the algorithms of PIVOTBICLUSTER, PIV-OTBICLUSTEREDGE, DETPIVOTBICLUSTER and DETPIVOTBICLUSTEREDGE run in O(nm) time, where n = |L| and m = |R| for a bipartite graph (L, R, E). Then, the difference between the running time of the algorithms in Section 4 later follows from the number of iterations.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we give experimental results of evaluating the algorithms. We use two kinds of data. One is artificial data of 4 kinds of biclusters obtained by selecting exclusive or overlapped and row or column. Another is real data of not only MovieLens dataset 1 discussed in (Asteris et al., 2016) but also datasets of Crime (MC) 2 , Sexual escorts (SX) 2 , arXiv cond-mat (AC) 2 , Jester 100 (J1) 2 and YouTube (YG) 2 .
Artificial Data
First, we give experimental results for artificial data. For natural numbers a, b and c (a < b), we denote a square enclosing four points (a, b), (a + c, b), (a, b + c) and (a + c, b + c) by [a, b; c] . We regard the square [a, b; c] as the complete bipartite graphs such that L = {a, . . ., a + c} and R = {b, . . . , b + c}. Then, we prepare the following five sets D xy of squares as data for clustering. Here, s,t ∈ {e, o}, e denotes "exclusive" and o denotes "overlapped," according to (Madeira and Oliveira, 2004 Furthermore, we also use data with noises by flipping from 1% to 10% points in whole data. Figure 3 illustrates the average value of disagreements pointed by y-axis obtained by applying the algorithms to D st (s,t ∈ {e, o}) with k% noises pointed by x-axis at 20 times. Figure 3 shows that the value of disagreements for PIVOTBICLUSTEREDGE is always smaller than that for PIVOTBICLUSTER. Also the value of disagreements for DETPIVOTBICLUSTEREDGE is always smaller than that for DETPIVOTBICLUSTER. Then, the value of disagreements when finding an edge biclique partition is smaller than the value of disagreements when finding a biclique partition.
As the result for comparing probabilistic algorithms with deterministic algorithms, the value of disagreements for PIVOTBICLUSTEREDGE is always smaller than that for DETPIVOTBICLUSTEREDGE. On the other hand, the value of disagreements for PIVOTBICLUSTER is smaller than that for DETPIV-OTBICLUSTER for D eo and larger for D ee and D oe . For D oo , the value of disagreements for PIVOTBI-CLUSTER is larger than that for DETPIVOTBICLUS-TER when adding with 6%, 7% and 9% noises and smaller otherwise. Figure 4 illustrates the average running time (sec.) pointed by y-axis to applying the algorithms to D st for s,t ∈ {e, o} with k% noises at 10 times. Figure 4 shows that PIVOTBICLUSTER is the fastest algorithm in four algorithms. Also, in almost cases, DETPIVOTBICLUSTER is the second fastest algorithm. On the other hand, both PIVOTBI-CLUSTEREDGE and DETPIVOTBICLUSTEREDGE are much slower than PIVOTBICLUSTER and DET-PIVOTBICLUSTER, except D eo with from 1% to 5% noises.
By incorporating Figure 3 with Figure 4 , we can conclude that smaller value of disagreements implies larger running time and vice versa. One of the reasons why the algorithm is slow is that the number of iterations in it is large and then the value of disagreements decreases while iterating.
Real Data
Next, we give experimental results by using real data such that MovieLens datasets 1 with comparing the result in (Asteris et al., 2016) and datasets of CM, SX, AC, J1 and YG from KONECT 3 . Table 1 summarizes such data as a bipartite graph G = (L, R, E). In the following tables, we denote the algorithms of PIVOTBICLUSTER implemented by (Asteris et al., 2016) , PIVOTBICLUSTER, PIVOTBI-CLUSTEREDGE, DETPIVOTBICLUSTER and DET-PIVOTBICLUSTEREDGE implemented by this paper by PBC A , PBC, PBCE, DPBC and DPBCE, respectively. Table 2 illustrates the average value of agreements, in order to compare the results in (Asteris et al., 2016) , obtained by applying the algorithms to Movie-Lens datasets at five times and its average running time (sec.). The first column is the average value of agreements presented in (Asteris et al., 2016) , which implies that our implementations are correct by comparing with the second column. Note that the value of disagreements is |E| minus the value of agreements. Table 2 shows that the value of agreements of PIVOTBICLUSTER (resp. DETPIVOTBICLUSTER) is larger than that of PIVOTBICLUSTEREDGE (resp. DETPIVOTBICLUSTEREDGE), where DETPIVOT-BICLUSTEREDGE has the largest number. Also the value of agreements of each of the randomized algorithms is similar as that of the corresponding deterministic versions.
On the other hand, the algorithm PIVOTBICLUS-TEREDGE occupies the largest running time and the algorithm DETPIVOTBICLUSTEREDGE does the next largest running time. Table 3 illustrates the average value of disagreements obtained by applying the algorithms to datasets of CM, SX, AC, J1 and YG at five times and its average running time (sec.). Table 3 shows that the algorithm PIVOTBICLUS-TEREDGE gives the smallest value of disagreements for all the datasets, and the algorithm PIVOTBI-CLUSTER gives the smallest running time. Also, whereas the algorithm PIVOTBICLUSTEREDGE is slowest for the MovieLens datasets in Table 2 , the algorithm DETPIVOTBICLUSTEREDGE is slowest for the datasets of KONECT in Table 3 .
In particular, for the J1 dataset, the value of disagreements is extremely larger than other datasets. One of the reason is that almost biclusters tend to be stars, that is, bipartite graphs such that either L or R is a singleton, since |R| is much smaller than |L| as represented in Table 1 . As summary of Figures 3 and 4 and Tables 2 and 3, whereas the algorithm PIVOTBICLUSTEREDGE is slower than the algorithm PIVOTBICLUSTER, the former gives smaller value of disagreements or larger value of agreements than the later. In particular, except the MovieLens datasets in Table 2 , the algorithm PIVOTBICLUSTEREDGE gives the smallest value of disagreements and each of randomized algorithms are faster than the corresponding deterministic version.
Finally, to analyze the extracted biclusters, Table 4 illustrates the average number (num) and the average cardinality (crd) of extracted biclusters from the small datasets of CM, SX and AC. Here, "w.s." means that "without singletons." 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have formulated the problem BIEG-COCLUST of bipartite edge correlation clustering and designed the algorithm PIVOTBICLUSTEREDGE to solve this problem, by improving the algorithm PIV-OTBICLUSTER (Alion et al., 2012) , with designing the deterministic versions of them. Then, we have given experimental results to evaluate the algorithms by using artificial data and real data such as Movie-Lens datasets 1 and datasets from KONECT 3 .
First of all, concerned with the intractability results for BICOCLUST and BIEGCOCLUST, it is an important work whether or not the problem BIEGCO-CLUST is NP-hard and is non-approximable. Then, it is a future work whether or not the algorithm PIVOT-BICLUSTEREDGE is an approximation algorithm for the problem BIEGCOCLUST, in particular, it guarantees either approximation ratio as similar as (Amit, 2004) or probabilistic ratio as similar as (Alion et al., 2012) .
Concerned with Section 4, it is a future work to analyze not only the value of disagreements (or agreements) but also the number and the cardinality of biclusters for other datasets in Table 4 and the density and the diameter of biclusters. It is also a future work to apply the algorithm PIVOTBICLUSTEREDGE to real data for community detection and evaluate the algorithm.
It is a future work to extend the problem BICO-CLUST with the maximum agreement (Asteris et al., 2016) to the problem BIEGCOCLUST with the maximum agreement. Furthermore, since the running time of all the algorithms is quadratic, they are not efficient to large datasets, so it is a future work to design a faster algorithm by introducing some heuristics.
In this paper, we evaluate the results of PIVOT-BICLUSEREDGE by using the number of disagreements, as same as PIVOTBICLUSER. On the other hand, the purpose of the problem BICOCLUST is different from that of BIEGCOCLUST. Hence, it is an important future work to introduce a more approproate new criterion to evaluate the results of PIVOT-BICLUSTEREDGE, for example, the number of crossing edges (Ahmad and Khokhar, 2007) , and then investigate whether or not the problem BIEGCOCLUST with the new criterion is intractable.
